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Dear Sir / Madam,

I am touched, proud, and grateful to see how Habitat Indonesia is still nurtured by God to continue serving
many people in need. The journey of life is not easy, millions of families in various regions still do not have
decent housing.

When a major disaster occurred in 2018, Habitat Indonesia helped rebuild the disaster areas; Lombok,
Sigi, Donggala and Palu. In early 2020, when large floods hit Jakarta, Lebak and Bogor, Habitat Indonesia
moved quickly to support the needs of refugees with hygiene kits, build temporary shelters and access to

RENE INDIARTO WIDJAJA

sanitation.

Chairman of Board of Trustees
A series of disasters ensued and in mid-March, Indonesia was devastated by the Covid-19 pandemic. At a

Building

time when many people were about to give up, I am proud that Habitat Indonesia continues to serve and

Homes,

#IndonesiaMelawanCorona by supporting health workers to be able to find temporary shelter when they

Building
Lives

innovate in order to continue its humanitarian mission. I am grateful that Habitat Indonesia can be a part of

were rejected and experienced stigma. Thanks to all Habitat Indonesia employees, donors, volunteers and
partners. Hopefully this good cooperation can continue, especially in this difficult situation to serve more
people who need a helping hand.

Hopefully Habitat Indonesia can continue to work and be a blessing for the nation and state.

Best Wishes!

habitatindonesia.org
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Dear Friends, Partners, and Habitat Volunteers,

Praise to God Almighty for giving Habitat the opportunity to serve low-income families in Indonesia
to get a better life through various programs.

For more than 23 years Habitat has transformed lives in 17 provinces in Indonesia. The 2020 fiscal
year is the most difficult time because since March 2020 the Covid-19 pandemic has destroyed
the order of life. The Covid-19 pandemic situation highlights the importance of decent housing as
the main protection for families. With the recommendation to stay at home, a decent home is very
important to minimize the risk of spreading virus.

SUSANTO SAMSUDIN
National Director

The Covid-19 pandemic encourages innovation and adjustment to new life patterns adapted by
Habitat Indonesia in every intervention program for the communities. Of course, this noble mission
can be realized because of the support of thousands of hands who participate in doing it. Thanks
to everyone who has cared to help.

Let us faithfully continue this mission because there are still millions of families in need, so that we
can go through the pandemic together. United in heart and hand in hand, we can build a society
that is empowered, prosperous, and independent #startfromhome.
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Building
strength,
stability, and
self - reliance
through shelter

Service Map of
23 Years Habitat Indonesia

Pangalengan
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Picture of
Before and
After
Rehabilitation

Families
Served
FY 2020
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Donor Testimonials

Indrawan Masrin
President Director
PT Lautan Luas Tbk

Lautan Luas has been working with Habitat

To help people get the most out of life,

for more than 8 years and many social

Prudential aspires to contribute to the

activity

empowerment

programs

were

implemented

and

well-being

communities

the community.

Community

Habitat helps realize the four pillars of

makes communities safer, more secure and

corporate social responsibility programs,

resilient. Driven by a shared aspiration and

especially to the communities around which

value to do good and help communities,

the company operates.

Habitat Indonesia has been supporting us

Hopefully Habitat will continue to progress

to help families through various projects,

and develop as a bridge for entrepreneurs

i.e. disaster relief and regional volunteering

activities to the community.

Jens Reisch
President Director
PT Prudential Life Assurance

a

the

together to improve the lives and welfare of

to carry out their social responsibility

through

of

Investment

sustainable
programmes,

programme, building houses and renovating
schools for people in Yogyakarta and those
affected by earthquake in Central Sulawesi
and

our

latest

project,

Desa

Maju

Prudential in Mauk, Tangerang. I am
personally astonished to see the strong
passion embedded in Habitat for Humanity
team and I am looking forward to more
collaborations ahead.

Thank you.

habitatindonesia.org
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Donor Testimonials
Zurich Indonesia are pleased to collaborate

The positive impacts that I feel from working

with Habitat Indonesia to improve the resilience

with Habitat are:

of Indonesia. Our partnership is an integrated

1. I become more emphatic and aware

community empowerment program through

of the necessity and needs of others

strategic collaboration, where our employee

outside of my own and my own family’s

also took part and volunteered their time to

interests.

support this program.
Habitat Indonesia has given us opportunity

2. Reports on the use of donated funds are

to give back and share our expertise to the

very clear and timely so that as a donor

community. Our employee was very much

I am not worried that the money given is

engaged from fundraising, construction, as

Chris Bendl

well as capacity building.

Country Manager

Our partnership with Habitat Indonesia assures

Zurich Indonesia

the creation of a strong, resilient community in
Dadap Village through our program Kampung
Zurich Bersahaja. Through our partnership,

Kwik Wan Tien

not distributed properly.

Chief Executive Officer
PT. Wajah Rejuvenasi Perempuan 3. The
Indonesia

Habitat

team’s

fast

response

makes the aid arrive on time and this is
very important especially in times of a
pandemic like this

Zurich shared our resources and expertise
to help encourage strong, more resilience
communities, which we believe is one of the

Habitat

has

helped

Nutrifood’s

social

key solutions to a more sustainable economy

mission by providing rooms and good

and better quality of life for the community.

facilities for food and transportation for
doctors and health workers so that the
hospital can work optimally in dealing with
Covid-19 patients.
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Donor Testimonials

Hilmi Panigoro
President Director
Medco Energy

“I have observed and been very interested

Strategies

in Habitat’s social mission activities since

empowerment and also intensive mentoring

they first came to Indonesia, but my direct

carried out by Habitat Indonesia help

involvement only happened a few years

implement efficient and targeted programs.

ago in conjunction with a sharing program

The community is also encouraged to have

from Thunderbird University alumni that we

a sense of ownership of the programs so

conducted through Habitat’s Home Building

as to help create sustainable programs in

program. Not only financial donations but

the future. This is certainly in accordance

we also physically involved in the process

with our CSR mission, which is to create

of building the house as well as interacting

empowered and independent communities,

directly with the beneficiary’s family. This is

maintain

a unique experience that makes us feel even

Sera Noviany

more grateful for all the blessing we have

Sustainability and Stakeholder

received in this life.

Engagement Manager
APP Sinarmas

company

that

good
and

prioritize

relations
the

community

between

community

the
and

stakeholders around them, and contribute
to the Sustainable Development Goals

The way we are grateful can be different, but

(SDGs) and programs launched by the

basically, we always want to share happiness

government.

with the people we love, especially those who
are most in need, and I think Habitat’s social
activities offer the best way to do this.”

habitatindonesia.org
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Village
Improvement
Program
Page 9
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Bangka Community
Revitalization Program
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In October 2017, Samsung Electronics collaborated with Habitat for Humanity
Indonesia (HFHI) to rebuild Penagan Village, West Mendo District, Bangka
Regency, Bangka Belitung Province. The selection of Penagan village was
after discussions with the local government, from the provincial to the subdistrict level. Penagan village was established for several reasons as follows:

1. Penagan Village is one of the underdeveloped villages, where the need
for housing, access to water, sanitation, health facilities, education and the
economy is still very high.
2. Even though it is underdeveloped, Penagan village has high economic
potential so that this village will be able to develop quickly if it is assisted.
3. The location of Penagan Village is very strategic in terms of access to raw
material providers and is also safe from the threat of a tsunami, because it
is far from the coast

Habitat Indonesia conducted a follow-up survey and assessment in February
2017 and has mapped the needs of residents. This survey confirms the survey
data conducted by the Central Bureau of Statistics that there are 83% of
the houses that are unfit for habitation from a total of 79,000 houses on
Bangka Island. Most of the roofs of the houses there are made of asbestos,
and do not have access to clean water. This program supports the Bangka
Regency Government program called “Bang Jamal”. It stands for Bangka
Jamban Layak.

habitatindonesia.org
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Construction Activities and Community Capacity Building

108 Decent Houses

1.554m Drainase

Livelihood Training
Mushroom Farmer

Built a “Samsung Smart Learning”
Class with digital concepts

Livelihood Training
Catfish Farmers

Built teacher rooms and student
toilets and renovating schools
in the “Bahrul Ulum” Quran
Recitation Park

200 families are provided
with access to clean water

Clean and healthy life
training

Community Development
1. Village Needs Survey

5. Public Hearings and Feedback

2. Socialization to the Community

6. Beneficiary Family Selected

3. Establishment of Local Committees 7. Agreements and Commitments
4. Beneficiary Family Selection
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8. Field Implementation

Community Development
a. Basic construction and healthy home training for 150 people
b. WASH training for 179 people
c. Financial education training for 219 people
d. Livelihood training for 200 people
e. Capital injection for 6 self-subsistent groups with 152 members.

Activities for Students and Youth
1.

Provided 200 Samsung mobile phones for Orphaned Students in Bangka Regency

2.

Habitat Young Leaders Build (HYLB) Program: Impacted 571 people: 231 of them received Leadership Academy training and 340 others
were involved in project communities resulting from the Leadership Academy

3.

The Leadership Academy training was conducted for 2 days for Dian Harapan School, Innovator Reading Park, Mentari Intercultural school,
Krida Wacana Christian University, Habitat Indonesia Staff, and 2 public middle schools in Mendo Barat.

The results of what Habitat Indonesia has done and followed up by a third party Impact Study are as follows:

a.

108 houses have been built according to housing quality standard. One family shared that they usually have to repair the roof
every year because it was leaking and now they can save money because they don’t need to repair the roof anymore. They also
feel safer because the new house is built with a strong structure.

b.

With bathrooms and toilets, many families are now able to shower and defecate where they should be. This is a lifestyle change
that is clean and does not pollute the environment.

c.

Before gaining access to clean water, each family had to pay at least Rp. 400.000 per month to buy water. Now, they only need
to pay Rp. 32.000 per month for maintenance fee. This access to clean water helps Village-Owned Enterprises (BUMDes) so that
they can use development funds to add more pipe installations.

d.

After building toilets in the “Bahrul Ulum” Al-Quran Study Park School, students can concentrate on studying and live cleanly
because previously they had to go home if they wanted to defecate. At school there is also a place for “wudu” so that they do not
have to walk long distances before praying.

e.

Habitat Indonesia carried out a SOAR (Strength, Opportunity, Aspiration, Results) analysis before implementing this livelihood
program. With this process, livelihood interventions can use local resources and ensure the availability of a market space for
selling. Eventually it was determined that fish, chicken and mushroom farming are very suitable for the local community.

f.

The availability of cellphones and applications really helped Santo Yoseph High School students learn online during the Pandemic.

habitatindonesia.org
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The local government, in this case, Bappeda (Regional Development Planning Agency) Bangka Belitung Province, records the statistics of
improvements that have occurred, through the following table:

Habitat Indonesia hopes that more companies
can be involved in the Village Improvement
Program because together we can build a
better community / society. If the community
/ society is developed, the country we love will
also be advanced. Long live the Republic of
Indonesia.

Data source: Bappeda Bangka BelitungProvince

Ennita Pramono, Head of Corporate Citizenship Samsung Electronics
Samsung Electronics Indonesia has been partnering with Habitat for Humanity since 2014. By the time, we are
improving our collaboration program so much. Not only building houses but also adopting education program
of Samsung Smart Learning Class (school digitalization) and community development program by livelihood
trainings targeting local community in order to improve their income and welfare for a better life. It is shown that
Habitat for Humanity has always tried their best to embracing their partner by accommodating partners’ need
and willing to learn and master something new in order to achieve both vision and mission.
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Water and Sanitation and Hygiene
(WASH)
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“I have received assistance from Habitat, there is
nothing wrong with giving up my land to help more
people in need. My land that was previously unused
is now more useful. I am content, with this communal
toilets, now if I need water I don’t have to go far and I
don’t need to queue anymore” - Rohaeni

Sharing in Simplicity
Water and Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) di MAUK
Indonesia is committed to meeting the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) number 6, namely ensuring the availability and
management of safe drinking water and sanitation. It is hoped that access to clean water and sanitation can be fulfilled 100% by 2030.
One of the areas that do not yet have access to clean water and safe sanitation in Indonesia is Mauk, Tangerang, where access to
drinking water is still 35.60% and sanitation 77.72% (Source: PDAM Tangerang 2018 and 2020).
There are more than 2,500 families in Mauk who don’t have toilets. Habitat for Humanity Indonesia with the support of partners has
implemented the WASH program in a sustainable manner and has provided dozens of public toilets, water points, private toilets,
drainage channels, and hundreds of school toilets.
During mid-2019 to mid-2020, 83 families could be served. This program is expected to reduce residents affected by disease, especially
during the pandemic period to minimize the spread of virus as residents can now easily wash their hands.
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Response
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“Thank you very much Habitat and the donors for providing livable houses.
We feel very comfortable and very proud. Previously we could only live in
a hut with holes in the walls and a leaky roof but now we can enjoy a nice
house, our children and grandchildren are happy because finally they have
a comfortable place to study. Tomorrow, if I am given a windfall, I will buy
household furniture, new mattresses, tables, chairs, so that guests have a
place to sit when they visit the house. ”, Fery (46) dan Suwarti (42).

Palu
Earthquake and Landslide
Based on data from BNPB, earthquakes and liquefaction that occurred in Palu, Donggala,
Sigi, and Parigi around September 2018 claimed the lives of around 2,113 people. The number
of affected families reached around 50,422 families with 24,739 houses were destroyed.
This situation is so heartbreaking for all Indonesian people. Habitat Indonesia, together with
the support of its partners, was moved to immediately participate in the disaster response
since October 2018. On December 2, 2019, Habitat, supported by the Sigi government,
laid the groundwork to mark the start of a permanent housing development program for
disaster survivors in Sigi Regency, Central Sulawesi. Habitat continues to be present until
the reconstruction and rehabilitation stage for disaster survivors’ families until September
2020. During mid-2019 to mid-2020 with partners, Habitat carried out missions and has
assisted more than 5,000 families by providing 1 communal toilet, 1,684 filtration and clean
water facilities, 349 individual toilets, 727 temporary shelters, training for 825 people, and
13 new shelters.
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Lebak & Bogor
Floods & Landslide
New year is generally synonymous with expressions of joy and hopes for a better life
than the previous year, but who would have thought if what happened in early 2020
was the opposite. Precisely January 1, 2020 at around 05.00 WIB in the morning,
the rain that flushed Jakarta and surroundings from night to morning had caused
extraordinary floods. The devastating floods hit 5 villages in Lebak. As of January 10,
2020, there were 6 areas affected by the flood, namely Sajira, Cipanas, Curugbitung,
Lebak Gedong, Cimarga, and Maja. The flash floods in Lebak and Bogor have
devastated residents’ homes, made almost nothing left of their property, and claimed
many victims. It was recorded that more than 13,000 families or around 60,000
people were affected by the disaster, 3,300 residences were declared missing, and
more than 17,000 people had to flee.
For 20 days the survivors remained in a refuge that was far from proper. They
are worried that the cold weather conditions will affect the health of the children,
especially the children, plus limited hygiene and the threat of dangerous animals
entering the evacuation area.

Abraham Sinatrawan, Head of Corporate Social Responsibility
Chandra Asri Petrochemical

“Our collaboration with Habitat for Humanity is something we are
proud of. Chandra Asri has always been focused on community
development programs that have a long-term positive impact
because Chandra Asri believes that Our growth needs to go hand
in hand with growth in public welfare. Our program with HFH created
all of this is possible, and we certainly will always be making HFH our
important partner. “

habitatindonesia.org
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COVID-19
Have helped more than

Pandemic
Early March 2020, the COVID-19 virus pandemic that hit the world also hit Indonesia.
Within 3 months, the number of infected patients continued to increase to more than
56,000 people. Apart from the general public, those who have lost their lives are health
workers who have come face to face with the virus while caring for those who are

Health Workers

sick. Also, they have to bear the negative stigma and even rejection when they return
home or boarding house because they are afraid of spreading the virus to their
family and closest people. They were forced to rest in the hospital by maximizing
the makeshift facilities.
Habitat Indonesia participates in supporting Indonesia against Corona by
providing proper temporary shelter for health workers in the form of Hotel rooms.

Page 19
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12 Designated Hospitals for Covid-19

Drg Bambang Suheri, MAP, Director of RSUD Cengkareng:
“Previously, health workers had to stay at the guest house or return to their homes, which of course
was very risky of transmitting the Covid-19 virus to families or the surrounding. This temporary shelter
program is very useful in facilitating health workers to get a more proper resting place and a location that
is not too far from the hospital ”.

Deny Hendriyatmoko, General Manager of IBIS Budget Daan Mogot:
“The Covid-19 outbreak had impacted on our room sales, which greatly decreased. This temporary shelter
program is very beneficial not only for health workers but also for the hotel. Through this program, the
hotel has also indirectly helped health workers during the pandemic.

Intan Putri, a nurse for Covid-19 patients at RSUP Persahabatan Jakarta:
“When I started working in the Covid-19 ward, I felt sad because some brothers didn’t want to meet as
they were afraid of catching the virus. I am grateful to have a temporary shelter from Habitat and donors
so that I can rest and isolate myself safely and comfortably ”.

Rustiana, a cleaning officer for the Covid-19 referral hospital at Cengkareng Hospital:
“I am always filled with fear every time my husband picks me up after work because my job is cleaning
the trash in the Covid-19 ward at the hospital, which is very contagious. I am grateful to have a temporary
shelter from Habitat to prevent infection for my husband and toddler ”.

habitatindonesia.org
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“With the existence of this public toilet, the sense of caring and reminding between neighbors is
increasing to maintain cleanliness together, because we are aware that clean toilets encourage
more tourists to visit our area if many tourists are visiting, of course, our economic life will be.
increase, “ said Sahir (51).

Lombok
Lombok Earthquake
In mid-2018, an earthquake measuring around 7 SR hit Lombok. Based on data from the
National Disaster Management Agency (BNPB), this earthquake caused 570 people died and
1,893 people were injured. More than 75,000 houses were severely damaged, 33,000 more
moderately damaged, and 108,000 more lightly damaged. More than 2 million people have to
be displaced. 
Habitat Indonesia is actively supporting the local government to rebuild Lombok. Starting
from Sajang Village, Sembalu District, East Lombok, NTB, Habitat concentrates on the WASH
(Water and Sanitation, and Hygiene) program. During 2019, Habitat has served 1,862 families
by providing 1,619 access to water, 297 family toilets, 96 temporary shelters, 1 public toilet, 162
PHBS, and 80 NFI.
Jaruta, a 70-year-old grandfather with a family who was forced to live in a temporary shelter
after their house was destroyed by the earthquake, said “Getting temporary shelter from
Habitat makes us feel relieved because the permanent housing from the government is still in
process and will not be finished shortly”, he said.
Considering that Beleq Hamlet in northern Lombok is one of the most frequently visited tourist
destinations, the post-earthquake public toilets were very helpful, especially for tourists who
started arriving.

habitatindonesia.org
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Jakarta
Floods
At the end of 2019, the rain continued to flush Jakarta and its surroundings.
It was informed that until January 2, 2020, around 268 areas were flooded.
About 18 million people were affected by the flood with more than 62,000
people has been displaced, while 16 people have died. The survivors were
forced to live temporarily in refugee camps with limited access to clean
water and a very high potential for disease. 
This condition encourages Habitat Indonesia to support the government’s
efforts to cope with floods in Jakarta. Focusing on 4 flood spots that were
severely affected, Habitat moved to distribute hygiene and emergency
health kits in Kalimalang, East Jakarta. Around 817 hygiene kits were given
to 817 families so that while living in the refugee camps, they can maintain
cleanliness and good health.
Rohmani, a Jakarta flood survivor who has survived with her family for 4
days at the refugee camp at the University of Borobudur, Kalimalang, East
Jakarta, said “Yes, Alhamdulillah… many thanks I have been helped,
I have been rescued. As for goods, I don’t think about it anymore, the
most important thing is that my life is saved“, she said.
Budiman, a flood survivor who lives alone in Jakarta and fled after his house
was washed away, can only depend on the help sent by other people.
Habitat provides hygiene and emergency health kit to Budiman. “To Habitat
and all those who supported, we thank you very much, I hope Allah will
give back every kindness given”, he said.
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Habitat
Indonesia’s
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Housing Forum
Powering Collaboration for Housing
The second time since 2017 Habitat Indonesia (HFHI) has taken part in the implementation of the opening
ceremony for the ASIA PACIFIC HOUSING FORUM (APHF). APHF 2019 carries the theme “The Power
of Collaboration for Housing Impacts”, which clearly describes its objectives; to encourage more positive
collaboration from various parties to accelerate the provision of affordable housing for low-income families
in Indonesia. This activity was initiated as an effort to gather stakeholders regarding the provision of
affordable livable houses, through an open forum. In this forum, they can share initiatives, new ideas and
have the opportunity to collaborate.

This activity covered three sub-events, namely the Research Result Poster Exhibition which was held on July
24-30 2019, followed by a panel discussion which was attended by around 100 participants with academic,
professional backgrounds in the housing, corporate, and government sectors. This panel discussion
discussed several topics related to proper housing and its challenges in urbanization, how technology can
play a role in the effort to provide adequate housing, and of course, the power of collaboration between
stakeholders to create decent housing, especially for people in urban areas. After that the series of events
closed with field visits by the participants which opened the opportunity for them to see first hand the
unsuitable housing conditions and real problems in the community, especially in the Habitat service area in
Mauk, Tangerang.

Dr. Julia Dewi, ST., M.T.:
“We hope this activity can open communication to find out what challenges the
government has as well as criticism from academics regarding proper housing in
Indonesia. Hopefully, this panel discussion can make all parties see their respective
positions and see the potential for collaboration to fix housing problems in Indonesia
in the future. “
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Charity Run
Run for Houses!
Habitat Charity Run is a running competition organized by Habitat Indonesia which aims
to encourage people to do good, donate while exercising. Held on August 25, 2019, in
an atmosphere of the commemoration of Indonesian Independence, with the spirit of
nationalism, Habitat Charity Run carries the theme “I Build Indonesia”.
This event was attended by 900 participants from various backgrounds and was held at
Ragunan Zoo, South Jakarta. There are 2 main competition categories, namely running
with a distance of 5K and 10K and a category of participants under the age of 10 years
with a distance of 500 meters. Participants donate Rp. 20,000- for every kilometer it
completes. Donations collected from both contestants and sponsors were used to build
houses for underprivileged families in Mauk, Tangerang, Banten. This running competition
was enlivened by the presence of celebrities such as Daniel Mananta, Olivia Jensen, and
others.

George Djuhari
I was a donor for Habitat for some time. Through the time, I felt that it
has been such a perfect fit for me. It allows me to volunteer together
with my family to build houses for many first time homeowners. I
really believed in the importance of family values, and having your
own home is such a significant step in providing for your family. I
really feel connected with the values and mission of Habitat for
Humanity. To be able to see the houses built and the smile and
happiness that brings people, really touches my heart.

habitatindonesia.org
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28UILD
Aku Bangun Indonesia (I Build Indonesia)
28uild.id is a national movement that has been carried out by Habitat Indonesia since 2012.
This movement aims to build the spirit of the community, especially young people, to work
together to create decent homes for underprivileged people, under Habitat’s vision and
mission. In 2019, the 28uild with the theme “I Build Indonesia”, was held simultaneously
on October 28, right on the commemoration of the Youth Pledge, in 4 cities, namely
Jakarta, Batam, Yogyakarta, and Surabaya. More than 500 volunteers built or repainted
houses belonging to underprivileged communities and more than 200 media exposures
captured this activity. The hope is that in the post-Covid-19 pandemic, 28uild can return
to embody the spirit of cooperation that creates change for Indonesia, starting at home.

Mona Cellyda R.H., Marcomm Manager J.W. Marriott Hotel Surabaya
Marriott Hotel Surabaya is very satisfied working with Habitat
Indonesia because, through this partnership, JW Marriott has
gained the experience to share with trusted partners. Moreover,
Habitat for Humanity provides maximum service and assistance
for donors so that they can have the opportunity to carry out
charity for disadvantaged people on a targeted basis. Habitat
Indonesia helps JW Marriot Hotel Surabaya to achieve its social
mission by providing information about disadvantaged families
so that JW Marriott can provide maximum assistance by building
livable houses.
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Global Volunteer
Global Volunteer
In the Global Volunteer program, cross-country volunteers who are
accompanied by Habitat for Humanity from their respective countries
are invited to work together, build houses for underprivileged families
in Indonesia. Global Volunteer is not only an activity of raising donations
and building houses but more than that, there is an exchange of
social values, culture, and local wisdom which becomes a memorable
experience, both for every volunteer who comes and for the local
community. Throughout the 2020 Fiscal Year, from July 2019 to June
2020, there have been 188 volunteers involved in building houses in
Batam, 72 volunteers in Yogyakarta, and 120 volunteers in Jakarta.
This series of Global Volunteer activities continues to inspire the local
communities visited, in promoting close family values, among nations.
That’s why this activity is sustainable from time to time.

habitatindonesia.org
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Giving for Giving
#IndonesiaAgainstCorona
Giving for Giving is a virtual volunteering activity carried out during the
Covid-19 pandemic when Habitat Indonesia was unable to carry out activities
with volunteers at the project site. This activity invites young people from
various parts of the world, to give their time and abilities to become teaching
staff for other young people who are willing to donate to support the
Medical Fighters Shelter Program. There are two Giving for Giving activities,
the first is a foreign language learning class, namely English, Spanish,
Swahili, Mandarin, Korean, French and Indian, and the second is a class to
learn salsa dance. Giving for Giving builds the enthusiasm of young people
to continue to do good in this pandemic, even though they cannot meet
physically. More than 30 young people from Indonesia, Germany, Kenya,
and other countries, contributed to this virtual activity. Giving for Giving will
continue until December 2020.

Sara, Spanish Native
I’m from Spain, I’m involved in Giving for giving
language is pronoun, teaching spanish online to all hole
desire. I have to say, it’s been beautiful experiences,
it is wonderful to see how much young peoples are
motivated to learn.
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Leadership Academy
Aku Bangun Indonesia (I Build Indonesia)
Unlike what Habitat Indonesia did in 2019, where at that time we
had organized a Leadership Academy for 95 youth in Jakarta and
Bangka Island, this year, we were forced to cancel the training for
young people in Surabaya and Yogyakarta, because of the Covid-19
Pandemic. Habitat Indonesia initiated this Leadership Academy
together with the Center for Creative Leadership to transform the
perspective of young leaders to be sensitive and able to respond
to social issues around them. Through the sustainable community
method, young people are invited to be able to think critically and
act efficiently in arranging projects in their community. Using the
SBI method, young people are invited to be able to collaboratively
communicate problems and changes they want to see in the
community and be able to direct themselves to realistic solutions.
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dukunghabitat.org
Aku Bangun Indonesia (I Build Indonesia)
Entering its 23rd year of carrying out its vision and mission in Indonesia,
Habitat Indonesia as a non-profit organization that carries out the
construction and repair of decent and healthy homes, targets 100,000
underprivileged families, by 2021, as beneficiaries. Therefore, adhering
to the spirit of “building a world where everyone has a decent place
to live”, Habitat Indonesia introduces a new way for people to donate
through the digital platform “dukunghabitat.org” which was launched
right on Valentine’s Day 14 February 2020 at the lobby of Menara
Sentraya. , South Jakarta. With the theme “Kado Cinta Habitat”, on that
day everyone who donates can convey an expression of affection to
their loved ones through digital messages. Every donation collected
through this platform will be used to finance the construction of livable
houses, provision of sanitation facilities, and access to clean water
for underprivileged people. With this digital donation platform, the
community is invited to participate in supporting Habitat’s vision and
mission, to build Indonesia into a decent place to live for everyone.
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Indonesian Masters
Aku Bangun Indonesia (I Build Indonesia)
The Indonesian Masters is an annual tournament for professional golfers held in Jakarta since
2011. This tournament is one of the tournaments in the Asian Tour series. Habitat Indonesia
is the chosen Charity Partner, every year it is held. From 2011 to 2017, through donations
obtained from this tournament, Habitat has implemented 15 projects to build houses and clean
water facilities for underprivileged communities in Bogor, Depok, Medan, Teluk Bango Village,
and Batujaya. From the 2018 Indonesian Masters, Habitat has built 31 temporary shelters
(shelters) for victims of the earthquake and tsunami in Palu.
At the 2019 Indonesian Masters which was held at the Royale Golf Club Jakarta on December
10-15 2019, the Habitat booth was present, inviting golfers and visitors to donate through
games, bricks of hope, merchandise sales, and so on. Through the support of professional
golfers who competed at that time, such as Danny Masrin, Berry Henson, and Wolmer Murillo,
as well as amateur golfer Kentaro Nanayama, from the Indonesian Masters, this time Habitat
managed to collect more than 170 million rupiahs in donations which will be used to build
livable houses for the less fortunate community.

Danny Masrin
2018 Indonesian Masters was the first year that I can recall Habitat having
a more active role in the tournament and using the tournament as an
opportunity to bring awareness and fundraising at the same time. It was
during this 2018 tournament that some other golfers and myself decided
to donate money for every birdie we made. I have been a part of helping to
raise funds for Habitat since I was in High School. Giving back is something
I enjoy doing and after witnessing first hand, the experience of building
someone else’s home with them, it is truly an eye opening experience that
sometimes we take for granted. Being able to raise money for people who
do not have a sustainable home is something that I think is very important,
and to be able to fundraise doing what I love, play golf, makes it even better!
habitatindonesia.org
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Habitat Indonesia
Development Council
The Indonesia Development Council (IDC) was formed by Habitat Indonesia
on January 16, 2020, at its first meeting at Crazy Uncle Restaurant,
Jakarta. Each IDC member has an extensive network with company
owners and high government officials, so it is hoped that they can help
Habitat Indonesia to raise funds. The function carried out by IDC is to
provide direction in the formulation of long-term strategies, development
of sustainable resources, and building networks with potential donors.
Jimmy Masrin and Edwin Soeryadjaya were selected as IDC patrons.
Other IDC members are Fofo Sariaatmadja, Hilmi Panigoro, Kwik Wan Tien,
Shirley Tan, Alan Lau, Jens Reisch, George Djuhari, Ir. Rene Widjaja, and
Lucye Kwee. Since April 2020, Habitat Indonesia launched the Shelter for
Medical Fighters program, and IDC members have contributed 46% of the
total donations collected to support the program. Apart from supporting
the Habitat program in responding to the Covid-19 pandemic, IDC members
are also committed to developing Eastern Indonesia, namely the Province
of East Nusa Tenggara. One of the ways to raise funds by IDC is through
the “Birthday Build” program.
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Market Development
Habitat Indonesia Supports Its Partners To Provide Access For The Community
To Have A Decent Place To Live

Committed to making a world where
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Corporate Donors
ACS Jakarta

Cikarang Listrindo Tbk., PT

Hotel Yello Jemursari

Multi Duta Cipta, PT

ADH - Habitat for Humanity German

Ciputra Residence, PT

Indesso Niagatama, PT

NS BlueScope lndonesia, PT

Adhie Usaha Mandiri, PT

Citra Air, PT (Asian Tigers Indonesia)

Indofood Sukses Makmur Tbk., PT

Nutrifood Indonesia, PT

AKSET Law Firm

Compassionate Service Society (CSS)

IndoNation Building

Oakwood Premier Cozmo Jakarta

Atlantic Biruraya, PT

Darya Varia Enervon C Tbk., PT

Indonesia Bike Works, PT

OB Golf

Amazon Web Services Indonesia, PT

Decor Indah Sejati, PT

Jakarta Intercultural School

Olah Kasih

AMCHAM

Duta Cipta, PT

JCI Jayakarta

Oscorp Elektrik Indonesia

Ananda Citta Amarupura, PT

DOW Indonesia, PT

Jones Lang Lasalle Indonesia

Pabrik Kertas Tjiwi Kimia Tbk., PT

Aneka Tambang Tbk., PT

Elegant Textile Industry, PT

JP Morgan

Pancamagran Wisesa, PT

Antar Surya Media, PT

EP-TEC Solutions Indonesia, PT

JS Luwansa

Pfizer Indonesia, PT

Argha Karya Prima Industry Tbk., PT

Ernst & Young

JW Marriott Surabaya

Pindo Deli Pulp and Paper Mills, PT

Arthawenasakti Gemilang, PT

Essence Indonesia, PT

Kairos Gracia Christian School

POSCO

Artotel Indonesia, PT

Fairmont Jakarta

Kalbe Farma Tbk., PT

PricewaterhouseCoopers

Arwana Citramulia Tbk., PT

FEG & Bosch

Kharisma Pemasaran Bersama Nusantara lnacom, PT

Procter & Gamble

Asean Women Council

First School Project

Kitabisa.com

Propan Raya, PT

Avia Avian, PT

FLY & HELP

Lanud. Abd. Saleh - Air Force Charity Run

Prudential Life Assurance, PT

Bank Amar Indonesia, PT

GE Healthcare

Lautan Luas Tbk., PT

Putra Indonesia Jaya, PT

Bank BNP Paribas Indonesia, PT

Generali Insurance

Laxmi Tailors

Reckitt Benckiser Indonesia, PT

Bank of America

Gistex Retailindo, PT

Lexus Indonesia

Sampoerna Strategic Group

Benihbaik.com

GKI Kebayoran Baru

Liku Telaga, PT

Sampoerna Volunteer Club

Bintang Erlindo, PT

Global Jaya School

L’Oréal Indonesia

SAMSUNG C&T

Biometrik Citra Solusi, PT

Grand Indonesia, PT

Makmur Berkah Element, PT

Samsung Electronic

Black & Veatch International

Great Diponegoro Hotel

Mapei Indonesia Construction Solutions, PT

Sekolah Bina Persada Bandung

Bloomberg

GSJA Batu Tulis (IES)

Mercury Media Group

Sekolah Ciputra

Buana Finance Tbk., PT

Habitat for Humanity Australia

Michael Page

Sekolah Cita Hati

Bumi Resources Tbk., PT

Habitat for Humanity Netherland

Mining Industry Indonesia (MIND ID)

Selamat Sempurna Tbk., PT

Caturkarsa Megatunggal, PT

Habitat for Humanity New Zealand

Miracle Aesthetic Clinic

Selavip

Catur Sentosa Adiprana Tbk., PT

Halliburton

Mirage

Sewu Segar Nusantara, PT

Chandra Asri Petrochemical Tbk., PT

Henkel - HFH Deutschland

MNC Peduli

Shell Indonesia, PT

Ciba Vision, PT

Herbalife Nutrition Indonesia

Mowilex Indonesia, PT

Smailing Tour
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Spouses of Heads of Mission (SHOM)

Betsy Tobing

Gerson Gilrandi Tirasbudi

Kenneth William

Sumber Bening Lestari, PT

Bonita Irfanti

Grace Elyda Safar

Kentaro Nanayama

Sunrise Steel, PT

Budyanto Totong

Grace Michiko

Klemensia Michelle

Surabaya Intercultural School

Chresta P.

Halomoan Peprianto S.

Kris M.

Surya Toto Indonesia Tbk., PT

Christian Khorigin

Harnyoto S. Soedarniati

Krisna Suwandi

TB Sentul Permai

Christopher Adrian

Hendra Surya

Kwik Wan Tien

Tri Karya Antasari Logistik, PT

Cleantha Audrey

Hendrik TGL

Lars Peter Nie

Turner and Townsend Indonesia

Dani D. & Livana Christianty

Henry Suwignjo

Lelitya Ferdiani

Universitas Kristen Krida Wacana

Daniel Gilrandi Tirasbudi

Hermoro Saktyo

Lily Dawis

Wahana Makmur Sejati, PT

Daniel Mananta

Hilmi Panigoro

Lucy Nurwidya Sari

Women’s International Club Jakarta

Daniel Tansara

Ibnu Prayogo Hadi

Mama JD

World Innovative Telecommunication, PT (OPPO Indonesia)

Danny Laksmono

Indahwati Sutanto

Manarsar Siahaan

Yupi Indo Jelly Gum, PT

Danny Masrin

Inge Adhipurna Chandra

Maria A. Sastrayu

Zurich Insurance Indonesia, PT

Danya Desak Made

Inrara Sakib

Maria Helena Abidin

Zurich Topas Life, PT

Danya Pastime

Ita Dyah Paramita

Maria Rahajeng

Debbie Gracia

Ivonne Purnama Chandra

Martya Litna

Dennis Hendra

Jafar Amir

Maya Indriastuti

Individual Donors

Dennis Widjaja

James Riady & Aileen H.

Maya Permatasari

Alamsyah

Dessy Ulandari

James T. Kendall

Meiske Rumayar

Andreas Hapsoro

Devi Puspa Wijayanti

Jeffrey Perlman

Michael Willy P.

Andy Fanano Simangunsong

Dicky Norhalim

Jens Reisch

Milka Dauhan

Anton Ardyansah

Djuniwati Moeljati

Jimmy Masrin

Natalia Hera Setyawati

Antonia Handrijati

Dwi Agustanti

Joe Law

Natasha Priscilla

Antonius Tanan

Edmund Tondobala

Johan Buntoro

Nelly

Arifin Panigoro

Edi Priopambudi

Johanna Marpaung

Novia Heroanto

Arlia Tendi

Elizabeth Sastra

Joko Setiawan

Noviyanti Wijaya

Armand Piero

Eric Steven

Julius Sathya

Oktaveny

Arthur E Simatupang

Edwin Soeryadjaya

Jusuf Arbianto

Otto Eduardo Sitorus

Benny Kusnadi

Febi Sebayang

K. Christian Matapere

Patrick Owen

Berry Henson

Fofo Sariaatmadja

Ka Tjin

Raja Do

George Djuhari

Ken Maxmoro Sukotjo

Rally Sudarta
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Associations and Foundations
Rene Indrianto

Tini TGL

Asian Tour

Robert Rudini

Tinny B Hidayat

Asosiasi Roll Former Indonesia

Rizky Pandu Pribadi

Valentia Tanoe

Bumi Bhakti Foundation

Rustini Dewi

Victor Oscar

Herbalife Nutrition Foundation

Ruth Naomi Rumkabu

Vitrie Meidiana

Principia Management Group Employees

Sanjaya Hajadi

Wanda Ponika

Prudence Foundation Hong Kong

Selly Riah Girsang

William Thji

The Collective

Sendra Gunawan

Wilson Pribadi

Thunderbird Alumni

Shandy

Wolmer Murillo

Wave Foundation

Silvie Kartawinata

Yanni

Yayasan Allianz Peduli

Soewandi Soekamto

Yashinta Bahana

Yayasan Convenant City Church

Sugi Tjahjana Tjia

Yen Yen

Yayasan Hakka Malang

Susan Wijaya

Yona Lius

Yayasan Indika Untuk Indonesia

Susanto

Yordiansyah

Yayasan Pundi Amal Peduli Kasih

Susi Daruni

Yudha Lamhot Lubis

Yayasan Radha Soami Satsang Beas Indonesia

Tabitha Trianda Elizar

Yuliani

Z Zurich Foundation

Theresia Budhin

Yunar Panigoro

Tian May Kiauw

Yusuf Arbianto
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Aktual

Demak Pos

Hidup Gaya

Kabar Sulteng Bangkit

Akurat

Detik

Hipwee

Kabar Surabaya

Alkhaerat

Dewi Magazine

Housing Estate

Kata Data

All Release

Djakarta

IDN Times

KBR

Antara Foto

Family Guide Indonesia

Indo Pos

Khazanah Republika

Antara News

Feauture Hipee

Indo Premier

Kilas Jatim

Article WN

Fimela

Indo Telko

Klik Babel

Aura Tabloid Bintang

Fin

Indo Zone

Kompas

Auto Tekno Sindo News

Finance Detik

Indonesia Properti Expo

Kontak Banten

Ayo Jakarta

Foto Bisnis

Indonesia Terkini

Kontan

Babab

Gadget Diva

Indonesia World Time News

Koran Jakarta

Babel Review

Gadget Tren

Industri Kontan

Koran Sindo

Bali Tribun News

Ganlop

Industry

Kr Jogja

Bangka Tribun News

Gatra

INews Oline

Kumparan

Banten Antara News

Gaya Gaul

Info Komputer Grid

Kurio

Banten Ekspose

Gaya Keren

Info Pena

Ladies Story

Berempat

Gema Sulawesi

Ini Kebumen

Lensa Bangka Belitung

Berita Baca

Gizmologi

Ini Surabaya

Lensa Utama

Berita Jatim

Glitzmedia

Investing

Lifestyle Bisnis

Berita Satu Online

Hallo Indo

Investing

Lifestyle Sindo News

Berita Yahoo

Harian Aceh

Investor

Line Today

Bisnis Corner

Harian Bhirawa

Jakarta 24 Jam

Liputan 6 Online

Bisnis Nasional

Harian Bisnis

Jakarta Kita

Majalah CSR

Bola Banget

Harian Halmahera

Jakarta Satu

Majalah just for Kids

Brata Pos

Harian Kompas

Jatim Tribun News

Makassar Tribun News

Brilio

Harian Surya

Jawa Pos

Market Plus

Centroone

Head Topics

JPNN

Market Track

CNN Indonesia

Health Grid

Kabar Medan

Marketeers

Covid-19 Filantropi

Heikaku

Kabar Ponorogo

Marketing

Daily Mail

Her Story

Kabar Selebes

Matain

Medan Tribun News

Radar Depok

Tempo

We Radio

Daniel Mananta

Medcom

Radar Lombok

Terbaik News

Yang Canggih

Danny Masrin

Medi Riau

Rajawali Post

The Iconomics

Yofa Media Young Ster

Dr. Dini Handayani, MARS,

Media Alkhairaat

Rakyat Sulteng

Tirto

Media Banten

Real Estat

Today Line

Media Indonesia

Relief Web

Travel Detik

Megaluh

RMCO

Travel Kompas

28uild:

James Gwee

Mercusuar

Rumah

Travel Maker

Agnesia Walandouw

Joanna Alexandra

Merdeka

Selular

Tribun Bali

Cameo Project

Josh Kunze

Metro Sulawesi

Seremonia

Tribun Batam

Daniel Mananta

Kentaro Nanayama

Mix

Sigi Pos

Tribun Biz

Dr. Dini Handayani, MARS,

Lia Latifah

MNC Update

Sindo News

Tribun Jogja

FISQua

NonaRia

Mobi Tekno

Smart Biz

Tribun Kaltim

Gilang Bhaskara

Prilly Latuconsina

Mom Dadi

Suara

Tribun Manado

Han Chandra

Robinson Sinurat

MSN

Suara Merdeka

Tribun Medan

Josh Kunze

Wanda Ponika

Nakita Grid

Sulsel Ekspres

Tribun News

Najwa Shihab

Nasional Sindo News

Sumsel Terkini

Tribun News Makassar

Oktora Irahadi

Negeri Laskar Pelangi

Sumsel Update

Tribun Timur & Makassar

Olivia Jensen

Neraca

Sumut Kota

U Zone

Prilly Latuconsina

Oke Zone

Surabaya Tribun News

Venue Magz

Whulandary Herman

Oppo Baca

Swa

Vimore

Oto Expo

Tabloid Bintang

Viva

Charity Run:

Palapa News

Tangerang News

VOA Indonesia

Daniel Mananta

Palu Tribun News

Tangerang Ekspres

Wap Mi

Olivia Jensen

Porto News

Tangerang Onlline

Warta Bugar

Tommy Prabowo

Pro Sumut

Tangerang Satu

Warta Ekonomi

Propan Raya

Technologue

Warta Kota

TSPM:

Properti Kompas

Tek

Warta Kota Tangerang Bekasi

Amelia Nadine

Properti Terkini

Teknogav

Wartakota Ekonomi

Anjasmara Prasetya

Property and the City

Telset

Wartakota Tribun News

Calvin Jeremy

FISQua
Influencers

Eloy Zalukhu
Evan Lysandra

TV
Berita Satu TV
CGN TV
DAAI TV
GTV
iNews TV
Liputan 6 TV
Metro TV News
RCTI Plus
Radio
KBR
Power FM
Smart FM
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Habitat for Humanity
Indonesia
National Office
Batik Hajadi Building 2nd & 3rd Floor
Jl. Palmerah Utara, No. 46, RT 002/RW 06
Jakarta Barat 11480
Tel. (021) 2205 6431
Email: info@habitatindonesia.org

Jakarta
Batik Hajadi Building 2nd & 3rd Floor
Jl. Palmerah Utara, No. 46, RT 002/RW 06
Jakarta Barat 11480
Tel. (021) 2205 6431
Email: info@habitatindonesia.org

Yogyakarta
Jl. K H Muhdi, 100B Sleman, Yogyakarta - 55582
Tel. (0274) 747 8281, Fax. (0274) 486 687
Email: yogyakarta.info@habitatindonesia.org

Batam
Komplek Ruko Taman Niaga Sukajadi Blok G/ No. 9
Jl. Jend. Ahmad Yani, Batam - Kep. Riau
Tel. (0778) 737 2202, Fax. (0778) 737 2033
Email: batam.info@habitatindonesia.org

Surabaya
Jl. Rungkut Asri 9/11 RL 2D/21, Surabaya
Tel. (031) 870 3699
Email: surabaya.info@habitatindonesia.org

HFH Indonesia
Habitat.Indonesia
@HabitatID
@habitat_id

www.habitatindonesia.org

